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Interest in COVID is declining, and our rulers have determined that COVID policies are
wildly unpopular. It’s an election year, so with few exceptions the criminals in charge
have decided to let we lowly humans enjoy a little freedom for the time being. But they
are experimenting with strategies to see which ones scare or inflict harm on people,
and which might be used to reimpose more control and lockdowns in the near future.
A few months ago, government and health officials started talking about HIV as the
new threat. They claimed that a “new variant” had supposedly been discovered (it
actually was discovered in plasma samples dating back to 1992) and Prince Harry was
dispatched to warn the public and encourage everyone to get tested (see article titled
“The New Threat: HIV” in the Health Briefs Library). People paid no attention and at
least for now the fear campaign using HIV seems to have ended.
There is a real threat looming, however – food shortages. There are many causes,
mostly COVID-related actions and policies that appear to be deliberate attempts to
starve massive numbers of people or to make food so expensive that people will not be
able to afford to eat.
The Crisis Has Already Begun
Food shortages hit a record high in April – estimated to be seven times higher than
normal. April was worse than March, indicating that this disturbing trend continues. One
contributing factor is supply chain problems, with transport capacity challenges hitting
levels 32 times higher than normal. Freight charges are rising at 11 times the normal
level.1 All of this has caused food prices to rise at the fastest pace ever recorded,
according to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. 2
Fertilizer is becoming a problem too. Union Pacific Railroad has announced delays in
shipping nitrogen fertilizer. The railroad has instructed customers to lower their
inventories and ordered some shippers to reduce the number of cars on its railroad by
20%. This will inevitably result in lower crop yields, which will in turn contribute to food
shortages and increasing prices.3
Seek and Ye Shall Find!
Government and health officials are now telling people that there are viruses affecting
livestock, wild animals – and potentially even pets. Testing and constant vigilance is
needed because, they say, these viruses can cross over to humans.

Robert Redfield, who had a less than stellar track record before he joined the criminal
cabal as head of the CDC (see the chapter “Meet Some of the Key Players” in my book
COVID Operation) said, “I believe the great pandemic is still in the future, and it’s going
to be a bird flu pandemic for man. It’s going to have significant mortality in the 10-50%
range. It’s going to be trouble. 4
Sure enough, there have been outbreaks of bird flu in many areas of the U.S. and in
foreign countries as well. In March of this year, Iowa state officials announced that over
five million chickens were going to be killed due to an outbreak of “highly contagious
and deadly avian flu.5 News outlet UPI reported that over 22 million chickens and
turkeys had been affected and that 15 million chickens and 1.3 million turkeys had
already been killed.6
Testing was the key to creating and maintaining the fake COVID-19 pandemic in
humans and it worked so well that the criminals are using it again. Both farm animals
and wildlife are being tested for viruses in the U.S. North Carolina’s Wildlife Resources
Commission tested white-tailed deer and found that some of them were positive for
COVID-19. None of the animals had any symptoms of any disease.7 But reporting cases
– even if they are wild animals - is useful when you are flailing about trying to find new
ways to scare people.
The CDC, always looking for the next crisis, has responded by creating the One Health
initiative that “…recognizes that the health of people is closely connected to the health
of animals and our shared environment.”8 Citing climate change as one of the reasons
why more attention needs to be paid to this issue,9 CDC now recommends that wildlife
be tested for COVID-19, that veterinarians should use “their clinical judgment” when
deciding whether or not to test animals for COVID, and that pet owners who want to
test their pets should talk to their veterinarians about it. 10 The test being used on
animals? You guessed it – the PCR test! 11
The World Health Organization has joined the party and warned that there are viruses
lurking in North American deer.12 It’s about time for Neil Ferguson, with the Imperial
College of London, to surface with his predictions, which are always dire and so far
wrong 100% of the time. In 2002, he predicted that 150,000 people would die from
Mad Cow Disease, but only 2704 died. His estimation was 55 times higher than the real
number.13 A few years later he predicted that 65,000 people would die of swine flu, and
only 457 people died – his estimation was 142 times higher than the real number. And
his prediction of deaths from bird flu in 2005 was 200,000,000. But only 455 people
died – a prediction 439,560 times higher than the real number. 14
Ferguson was also wrong about COVID, predicting that tens of millions of people were
going to die and that the only way to prevent massive deaths would be for the entire
population of the planet to be locked down and for people to remain separated for 18
months until a vaccine was available. Total isolation would be needed because the

isolation of just vulnerable populations like the elderly would only reduce deaths by
half.15 Highly inflated data from the World Health Organization shows worldwide deaths
at 6.2 million as of May 2022 – far from the tens of millions of deaths predicted by
Ferguson.
Gates, Fauci, Redfield, Birx (the scarf lady), and others used Ferguson’s predictions
(apparently unconcerned with his terrible track record) as justification for the COVID
lockdowns. There is no reason to believe that our rulers will exercise any better
judgment this time around. Ferguson will likely soon warn the world – again - that we
are all going to die if we do not do as we are told! And the draconian rules and
lockdowns will begin again.
The End Game
What is the end game? Human suffering for sure. Our criminal rulers seem to enjoy
punishing humans – just for continuing to occupy space on the planet. They’ve stated
publicly that they think there are too many of us, and that depopulation is a goal. You
can watch talks delivered by some of the World Economic Forum leaders online – they
no longer are trying to hide their plans for the future, or for us.
Bankrupting farmers, reducing the amount of available food for purchase, and
deliberately increasing the cost of food so that only the wealthy can afford to eat will
inevitably make more people dependent on the government, which also seems to be an
important goal. People all over the world have experienced unprecedented government
control during the last two years, and as I mentioned earlier, officials are only restoring
some freedoms temporarily. They have shown again and again that they have no
respect for individual rights. They ultimately want more, not less control over all of us.
Ending agriculture as we know it is another stated goal. Most reasonable people agree
that many farming practices need to be improved. Many people think that Concentrated
Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs) need to be eliminated. But the idea that all people
should stop eating animal foods and switch to lab meat and insects? Not so much. For
the record, I’m a plant eater, but we live in America and people here are supposed to
be free to choose the foods they want to eat. There are indications that at some point
at may be illegal for anyone to raise chickens, or even for a family to own a few laying
hens or chickens for person consumption. If these people can’t convince us to do what
they say, they will just force us to do it. We will eat what they tell us to or starve.
Seems reasonable to dictators and despots, and those are the people in charge.
The CDC is advising people that they should discuss testing pets with their veterinarians
– at least right now. But I’m not ruling out the possibility that routine testing of pets
could be next.

The Nazis took pets away from Jewish people. 16 It was a devastating blow to the people
forced to give up their precious pets, and that might be next. So far, the criminals have
followed the Nazi playbook quite well – even establishing a “Disinformation Governance
Board” under the Department of Homeland Security. Hitler, Goebbels, and the Nazis
would have loved our current leaders! There is no reason to believe that pets are going
to remain free from seizure if they are suspected of being carriers of viruses.
The Bottom Line
Our rulers are not finished with us yet. They are watching the silly humans enjoy their
temporary freedoms and maskless living while they are planning more and even worse
events to control our lives. More viruses, more opportunities to hurt and kill people. All
in the name of keeping us safe.
Had Enough?
We are working hard to end the tyranny, to help fellow Americans to deal with life
during these troubled times (including addressing the increasing shortage and expense
of food), and we need your help. Join at www.makeamericansfreeagain.com or email
pampopper@msn.com.
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